
Destajo

I could have done the same like Coltrane, when he decided not to add liner notes to his records. Nevertheless I think 
in this case it's important to incorporate some information about the music you are listening, just like the legal 
inclusions you could find in a hip hop album. At this point, it's necessary to admit that the record itself  has some 
connections with the genre mentioned above. Perhaps not in the feeling, but in the process of  construction. This 
means that I used more or less what could be called a film procedure, namely: framing and assembly.

- The first piece contains sounds from some popular lynchings  that took place recently in Argentina. I used them in 
a performance that I was invited to do in an encounter of  aesthetics and decolonial thinking organized by Adrián 
Cangi and Alejandra Adela González in 2016. I used the residual of  the performance for a composition (for piano 
and tape) dedicated to Adriana de los Santos  titled "Frutos extraños". In this final version (I promise this is my last 
variation), it has some gangsta ambience.

- The second and tenth track were recorded in Carolina Rizzi's piano. The out of  tune of  the instrument is of  
particular interest in my search. It's important to mention that "Espero" was recorded by myself  lonely in the dark, 
while "Igor mix" was played with her in a summer afternoon. The additional sounds of  the latter comes from a field 
work I made in 2006 in my old neighborhood. For me, it has a "stravinskean" flavour, so it is dedicated to many 
personal and collective revolutions and exodus. 

- The third track includes part of  what can be called "the last session" of  ROM, and some beat extracts from Robert 
Hood "Deep concentration" (among many other things). Perhaps it could be titled "Robert meets Roberto".

- "Treinta y dos minutos de improvisación plegados" is exactly that. An improvisation encounter with Luciana Arias 
in 2016, recorded by her in her cell phone. The thirty two minutes were folded by me to achieve a minimum duration, 
to put just a touch of  grind core in the mix.

- "Norman Bates y yo" also has some obvious relationships between title and form. During 2015 I made a cycle called 
"Música Visual", in one of  these encounters I played piano, while Norman Bates (aka Ariel Flores, and many other 
akas) played a set of  amplified objects. The recording was possible thanks to Carlos Acconcia and Zelmar Garín from 
Noseso Records.

- The sixth of  the pieces included in this album was initially part of  a collaborative project between ROM and Steve 
Defoe (from the Larry Mondello Band) edited in 2013. The sound material I take was discarded by Steve, so I 
reworked it as a kind of  worksong, this time "the slavery" happens in Plaza Miserere.

- In 1960, Fernando Birri made a documental titled "Tire dié". The film showed the scandalous poverty of  the 
Province of  Santa Fe, were many children run next to a train asking for 10 cents. I used this nightmare sound as an 
introduction for an improvisation made in 2017 with Sam Nacht, both experimenting with trombones and some 
electronic devices.

- In the making of  the album (or the sound sequence, if  you prefer), I felt the need of  something more calm, so I 
played what I usually play when I have to try a piano that I've never played before. This reminded me as a kind of  
modal lullaby, so I decided to present it to Emilia, my niece.

- "Agosto de 1976" is supposed to function as a "sound silence". My friend Roberto Etcheverry introduced me to the 
UVB76 soviet radio, and the mysterious transmission from that August of  1976. Meanwhile, in Argentina, at the same 
time many things started to be silenciated. One minute of  noise, please.

- The last piece is an extract and re-composition of  a sound ambient composed by myself  to accompany the paintings 
of  Gabriel Glaiman in an exposition titled " Lo cotidiano imposible" made in 2017. The raw material I used was a set 
of  noise (literally noise, I mean) that we made together with Luciana Arias. I worked the sound digitally, trying to 
compare my process with that of  a painter spreading successive layers of  oil on a surface.
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